France in e London Review of Books come at this issue in wonderful ways,
catching the (for me) near impossibility of finding an adequate theoretical
basis for my belief, for example, that it is perfectly all right, indeed necessary in the interests of inclusiveness, of toleration (there is condescension in
that word, but I still take comfort in E. M. Forster’s observation that while
it may not be much, it may keep a splintered world functioning) to allow
the headscarf (kirpan, yarmulka, cross, turban; choose your own religious
object) in the secular space of the state educational institution. Where/who
is the individual in this conflict? In the young girl who by wearing the scarf is
indivisible from her religious group but divided from the secular institution?
Anderson doesn’t write specifically of this conflict, rather of the delusion
in attempting the sophistical enterprise of constructing an elegiac national
narrative “in which the divisions and discords of French society would melt
away in the fond rituals of postmodern remembrance” (). But they won’t
melt away: “If singular agents will not associate freely to shape or alter their
condition, what is the pneuma that can unexpectedly transform them, from
one day to the next, into a collective force capable of shaking society to its
roots?” ().
“Individuals are, essentially powerless,” Hal Niedziecki asserts in the recent
Hello I’m Special: How Individuality Became the New Conformity. “Only communities can truly effect change in society.” But that begs the question that
Anderson asks. Of course, one can take some comfort from the man who
changed his name to ey, reminding us that “the sum of all of us is greater
than the individual.” Yet in a world where non-conformity is a mass marketed
commodity, where everyone wearing the same Gap Jeans is expressing her
individuality, the word may have returned ironically to its point of origin as
undifferentiated and indivisible. One can only hope not. Or then again …
Judith Scherer Herz
Concordia University

Liberation
It would be difficult to think of a more “key” word in late twentieth-century culture than Liberation. In a discussion of any group’s freedom to do
something the “L” word was usually lurking behind. Yet when Keywords
was published in , the word was not there. It is difficult to see what
other entry in Williams might have served its purpose but the possibilities
seem to be Imperialism or Revolution. e former is a brief look at English
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colonialism. In contrast, Revolution is four and a half closely argued pages,
from the fourteenth century to the present. Williams first demonstrates the
circular meaning of early uses of revolution and thus how the political use
is based on Fortune’s wheel. While Imperialism suggests the hegemonic
process that necessitates liberation, Revolution conceptualizes how it might
be brought about.
In the  edition, liberation is first specifically English, linked to
church disestablishment, but by the bottom of the page Williams mentions its use by “the women’s movement” in the s “by association with
the political movements from ” (). Williams’s attention to history
is of particular interest here:
e common earlier word had been emancipation, in English
from C, at first following the sense from emancipo, L, which
in Roman law meant to release (usually a child but sometimes
a wife) from the patria potestas, the legal powers of the pater
familias; the person thus emancipated could act sui juris—in
his/her own right. ()
Williams suggests liberation became the choice because of assumptions
of “self-determination.” In other words, it was no longer a release from a
natural law that normally should be obeyed but rather an opportunity to
be the self that every person should be allowed to be. Williams’s “women’s
lib” is probably our most common use of liberation yet he notes the overtly
political and national use of the word began with the “British Liberation
Army” of  and, soon after, the liberation fronts of Algeria and Vietnam.
Any word slips around origins but the contemporary version of liberation
might commence with the Algerian FLN in , which is a “postcolonial”
usage.
Many elements of Western culture pivot around , the first date I
can find for “Women’s Liberation,” “Black Liberation” and “Gay Liberation.”
I had expected the terms to arrive much earlier for women, slightly earlier
for African-Americans and a bit later for gays and lesbians. It is as if various
activists simultaneously needed a new form of “emancipation.” Williams’s
patria potestas perfectly designates the law of the father which women were
opposing. One needs only a slight Oedipal twist to see why it fits the gay
context. For the black, the image of the great white father seems appropriate. Yet the African-American also shows why emancipation was no longer
enough. “e Emancipation Proclamation” of  makes all Americans
free from slavery and worthy of wage hire. By , all American citizens
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had the freedom of the sort promised by Abraham Lincoln. What was
needed instead was something which might be called social freedom.
All wanted employment equity. Women wanted a more reasonable
division of domestic labour. Blacks wanted more equality of cultural
representation. Gays wanted the end of laws against non-heterosexual
sex acts. All good things. But while “liberation” seems macrocosmic, it
is based on a binary, like the anti-colonial use by the . ere were the
colonized and the colonizers: liberation meant freedom for the former from
the yoke of the latter. Such binaries seem less comfortable today. To look
at Canada, Paul Martin is male, white and heterosexual. He thus seems a
fine figurehead for the Canadian hegemony, the Canadian yoke. Our actual
“figurehead,” however, the Governor-General, is a woman and “non-white.”
While to my knowledge we have yet to have a gay Governor-General, there
has been at least one lesbian Lieutenant-Governor (although her sexuality
was in the known-but-not-known category: is that liberation?).
In the categories of “woman” and “black” there remain those who believe
radical change is possible but most discussions among them despair that
the law has gone about as far as it can go but that society seems unable to
accommodate anything like true equality. ose of us involved in activism
in the late sixties believed that sexist and racist phrases such as “women
will always be controlled by reproductive biology” and “black poverty cannot be overcome unless the black male takes responsibility” would go the
way of the dodo, but not only do they still appear, they are arguably more
acceptable today than they were thirty years ago.
So is liberation over except as a nostalgic buzzword? We still periodically see arguments for the Armadillo Liberation Movement or some such
but usually like my use here: a weak joke. Back in the seventies, the “Canadian Liberation Movement” existed and it was not a joke to those involved,
such as those of us who put anti-American stickers on bumpers (did I say
“us”?). Regardless of the fact the term’s general use was quite American in
shape, it was available for a variety of purposes. e word then had a focus.
It was us and them and divisions were clear. Today the gay man is Sir Elton
John and the black woman is Condoleeza Rice. ey rather need liberation
from themselves. Yet there remain forces such as “queer liberation.” e
latter often seems unfocussed: even the proponents cannot agree on who
“queer” includes. ey are united only by their opposition to hegemonic
morality. “Queer” is not a group to be liberated from some imperial power
but rather a series of actions which must be allowed. In this, liberation is
moving closer to “libertarian.” Williams mentions the latter word in the
context of the nineteenth-century English group who opposed all state
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intervention. In the twentieth century it is best known as an extreme element of American culture, which often flirted with the Republican Party.
Both English and American entities still exist but the word is also used for
sexual radicals.
I write this soon after the murder of Dutch filmmaker eo van Gogh,
who news reports often typify as a “radical libertarian.” His latest film
released was on Islamic oppression of women but his last film completed
was on the gay liberationist and anti-immigration politician, Pim Fortuyn.
at liberation and “anti-immigration” should be so linked must seem
strange. Perhaps the possibilities of liberation as we have known it in the
twentieth century are gone. e postcolonial liberation struggles have
resulted in Zimbabwe, Cuba, Vietnam, Turkmenistan, none of which is
exactly the poster child for freedom. Women’s liberation leaves women
still enslaved by childcare. Black liberation leaves African-Americans as
relatively poor as they were forty years ago. Gay liberation seems to have
worked at some levels but a high percentage of those who have worked for
“gay lib” now oppose the gay marriage that the rest of gay—and straight—
society sees as the sine qua non of gay liberation. Liberation might be not a
hope but an antique. For some, van Gogh’s libertarianism is an alternative.
For the rest of us the best response to Fortune’s wheel is perhaps “muddling through.”
Terry Goldie
York University

Literature
Who may dare improve upon Raymond Williams’s dexterous mapping,
in Keywords (), of the socio-political morphings, through centuries,
of the term literature and its connotations? Not me, certainly, though I
feel compelled by Williams’s example(s) to attempt a provisional update/
addendum.
Williams’s reading of literature observes that the term began to be
applied in the s, in Germany, to denote the oeuvres of nations and
their author-citizens (). Post-modernism and deconstructive critiques
evacuate concepts of “nation” and “citizenship” and “author(ity).” In addition, electronics-based, corporate capitalism, or “globalization,” ensures
that countries and nation-states (excepting the militarist United States and
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